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Fact Sheet

The Arsana Estate
The splendid four-bedroom private hotel known as
The Arsana Estate rests in two and a half hectares
of blissful seclusion in a valley hideaway in the rural
hinterland of southwest Bali.
The Arsana Estate awaits you - your own hidden valley hideaway, the
perfect escape from the stressful pace of everyday life. And yet it’s a mere
thirty minutes drive from Bali’s stylish and vibrant centre.
Located in Nyambu, one of the prettiest villages in Bali, The Arsana Estate
is set amidst the rice fields of the Tabanan Regency. Carved into a hillside
of lush terraces and overlooking a raw tropical jungle backdrop, this
remarkable property is surrounded by nature and enjoys spectacular views.
Taking its name from the flow of the meandering Sungi River which borders
its expansive terraced gardens, this unique villa comprises a generously
proportioned u-shaped building surrounded by four separate pavilions
housing four luxurious bedroom-suites. The Arsana’s sleek structure is
inspired by contemporary Balinese architecture, utilising indigenous stones,
native wood finishes and refined craft-made fabrics, delivering the ultimate
marriage of 21st century luxury and traditional Asian style.
The estate is tiered on three levels: the villas, with a stunning view of the
entire valley and the mountains in the distance; the living areas, set amongst
the tree tops; and the pool and pool house, overlooking the Sungi River.
The ultimate in ‘destination villas’, The Arsana Estate combines a stunning
location with world-class facilities, including a 20 x 8 meter swimming pool,
exceptional international cuisine and total privacy.
Enjoy the highest quality of personal service tailored to your every whim;
unwind next to the river amid bamboo-shaded rocks; climb “sunset hill”,
as the day leaks away and your personal butler organises your evening
cocktails; enjoy the attentions of your own personal yoga teacher…
Whether you’re on the holiday of a lifetime, or simply a well deserved break,
your stay at The Arsana Estate will be etched into your memory long after
it’s over. The Arsana Estate is just fifteen minutes’ drive from Nirwana Golf
course and Tanah Lot, Bali’s most dramatic and venerated sea temple.

www.thearsanaestate.com
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